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Abstract

Numerous studies have focused on inference of001
age and gender. We consider a new approach002
that takes advantage of contrastive learning003
methods by using both text and image content004
for this prediction task. We also consider the005
case where only text or image data is avail-006
able. Under both of these conditions, we show007
that our model achieves better performance008
than the state-of-the-art ones, and still performs009
well with text/images only. Moreover, because010
demographic datasets can be small, we also011
consider combining different datasets to under-012
stand when augmentation is valuable and when013
it is not.014

1 Introduction015

Social media platforms have played an increas-016

ingly important role in capturing and communi-017

cating public opinion. Compared to traditional poll018

methods, where respondents are asked to fill out019

surveys on specific topics, social media allow peo-020

ple to share opinions on any topic and thus, give021

researchers insight into what the general public022

views as the salient topics of the day. However,023

researchers using social media do not always have024

the demographic features of those conversing on025

social media. To make this source of data compa-026

rable to surveys, it is important to understand the027

demographic characteristics of those using it.028

There have been numerous studies on demo-029

graphic inference for a range of demographics in-030

cluding age, gender, and location (Hinds and Join-031

son, 2018; Huang and Carley, 2019; Sakaki et al.,032

2014; Chamberlain et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2021;033

Al Zamal et al., 2012; Preoţiuc-Pietro and Ungar,034

2018; Pennacchiotti and Popescu, 2011). How-035

ever, because of the noiseness of the posts, the036

variability in the content users share, and the lack037

of dataset annotation for this problem, work still038

remains (Mneimneh et al., 2021).039

Figure 1: An example of a multi-modal tweet. If we
only consider the text "Yes, I’m Hiking! Young and
Energetic!" we may make the wrong inference for age.
The image, however, can provide important additional
information.

In this paper, we study two important demo- 040

graphic attributes for social science research, gen- 041

der and age. Most previous work focuses on devel- 042

oping a model using biography, tweet text, profile 043

image, network, etc. However, as Liu and Singh 044

point out, when analyzing popular hashtag streams, 045

e.g. #blacklivesmatter or #maga, collecting biogra- 046

phies and user networks can be particularly costly. 047

It is more common for researchers studying hash- 048

tags to have only post content, but want to answer 049

the question - what are the demographics of those 050

who are using this hashtag? Because this is the 051

setting many computational social scientists work 052

in, we emulate that setting by only using post text 053

and post images as training data for our task. 054

While a number of studies use post text (Liu 055

et al., 2021; Nguyen et al., 2013) and some use 056

profile image (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2017; Sakaki 057

et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2019), to the best of our 058

knowledge, this is the first study that considers a 059

combination of text and visual information from 060

posts within a deep learning (DL) framework for de- 061

mographic inference. Our decision to do this stems 062

from two observations. First, according to a recent 063

analysis of post content, more than 42% of tweets 064

contain images (Gui et al., 2019), highlighting their 065
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Figure 2: An example of hierarchical classification

prevalence on Twitter. Second, having both images066

and text can provide richer context when available.067

For example, Figure 1 shows an example of a multi-068

modal tweet. If we only consider the text "Yes, I’m069

Hiking! Young and Energetic!", our understanding070

of the age of the user who posted the tweet may be071

incomplete, leading to a wrong conclusion. There-072

fore, understanding the relationship between text073

and images may be beneficial to further improve074

the performance of demographic inference. We075

pause to mention that users share different levels of076

text and image data. Therefore, any classifier we077

build should be able to use either or both pieces of078

information effectively.079

Some research has attempted to infer the rela-080

tionship between the text and images of Twitter081

posts (Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro, 2019) or infer082

demographics using a user’s posts images (Sakaki083

et al., 2014). However, because of the requirement084

for manual annotation of images and the focus on085

a single mode of information (text or images), we086

believe new multi-modal models are an important087

new direction.088

Toward that end, we propose using contrastive089

learning for demographic inference. Contrastive090

learning is a self-supervised learning method that091

enables models to learn about data without data092

labels. Our approach is to use an existing neural093

model (CLIP) trained on a large set of [image,text]094

pairs (Radford et al., 2021) to learn visual concepts095

from images and language concepts from text and096

then use this information to improve demographic097

inference. CLIP maps text and images into the098

same embedding space. For our task, this is impor-099

tant since we may have a different amount of text100

and image data for different users. Therefore, even101

if some of our data does not contain text or images,102

CLIP is still able to encode text/images with both103

text and visual information from the embedding.104

While our primary interest is on understanding105

if contrastive learning (learning from either or both106

text and image posts) is beneficial for demographic107

inference, we also have concerns about the lack of108

high quality labeled data for different demographic 109

inference tasks. Most labeled sets are fairly small. 110

Some research has investigated ways to label data 111

at scale through Mechanical Turk and Wikidata (Vi- 112

jayaraghavan et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2021; Sakaki 113

et al., 2014; Chen et al., 2015). However, it is still 114

unclear whether or not it is reasonable to combine 115

or augment one dataset with other datasets for this 116

task. We explore this notion by looking at how the 117

inference quality of a small, labeled data changes 118

when augmenting it with larger datasets that inde- 119

pendently contain high quality examples for gender 120

and age inference. 121

In summary, this paper makes the following con- 122

tributions. (1) We combine knowledge from tweet 123

text and tweet images within a neural network us- 124

ing an attention mechanism (Bahdanau et al., 2014) 125

to improve the F1 score of binary gender and age 126

inference by around 5% on average, respectively. 127

(2) We propose the first model in demographic in- 128

ference to use a contrastive learning approach for 129

feature generation, thereby more explicitly explor- 130

ing the relationship between text and images. (3) 131

We incorporate hierarchical classification into our 132

basic neural model to improve inference accuracy 133

for multi-bin age by 1% to 2%. (4) We apply our 134

model to a small dataset and analyze the value of 135

augmenting the data with other datasets having 136

high accuracy in their domains and show that this 137

strategy improves the F1-score by 3% on average. 138

(5) We make our IMDB dataset publicly available. 139

We pause to note that based on our data availabil- 140

ity, we consider simplified versions of both gender 141

and age. For gender, we consider the binary version 142

of the task with male and female only because our 143

ground truth data contains only those two classes. 144

For age, we consider a binary task with two age 145

bins and a multi-class version with three age bins. 146

2 Related Literature 147

It is a growing area of interest to predict attributes 148

of social media as these platforms have become a 149

place where people share their opinion on a range 150

of issues. Most research on demographic inference 151

uses classic algorithms such as logistic regression 152

(LR), support vector machines (SVM), random for- 153

est (RF), usually with bag of words as features (Pen- 154

nacchiotti and Popescu, 2011; Chen et al., 2015; 155

Vijayaraghavan et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2021; Liu 156

and Singh, 2021; Nguyen et al., 2013). Some pa- 157

pers have investigated using stylistic features, e.g., 158
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punctuation (Rosenthal and McKeown, 2011; Liu159

et al., 2021). In recent years, there has been more160

research using deep learning models. Miura and161

colleagues propose a model for location inference162

that combines tweet text, biography and network163

data using an attention mechanism (Miura et al.,164

2017). A graph-based Recursive Neural Networks165

(RNN) (Elman, 1990) using word embeddings is166

proposed by Mac Kim et al.. In their model, they167

make use of both user’s posts and posts from user’s168

network. Wood-Doughty and colleagues introduce169

a model that uses name alone with a Long-Short170

Term Memory (LSTM) network (Bengio et al.,171

1994) to infer gender (Wood-Doughty et al., 2018).172

Liu et al. use BERT to generate embeddings as173

model features. In their work, they also develop a174

fine-tuned BERT model, pretrained using Siamese175

network with SNLI (Bowman et al., 2015) and176

MNLI dataset (Williams et al., 2017) and achieve177

state of the art performance. Liu and Singh present178

a hierarchical model where they use GRU with an179

attention layer to separately train emoji component180

(using word embedding and convolutional neural181

network) and text component (using BERT), and182

then an attention layer is adopted to combine the183

two components. However, both (Liu and Singh,184

2021; Liu et al., 2021) use BERT to process text185

only, missing potentially important context pro-186

vided by visual attributes.187

To explore the role images play on demographic188

inference, several studies propose using profile189

pictures. Scale invariant feature transformation190

(SIFT)(Lowe, 1999) is adopted by Chen et al. for191

image feature extraction. Vijayaraghavan and col-192

leagues (Vijayaraghavan et al., 2017) extract fea-193

ture representation from the profile images using194

the inception architecture (Szegedy et al., 2016),195

which is 48 layers deep and trained on more than a196

million images from the ImageNet database. Simi-197

lar to Inception, ResNet50, a convolutional neural198

network that is 50 layers deep and trained on Im-199

ageNet, has also been applied in many computer200

vision tasks (He et al., 2021). But none of these201

studies use images from posts in demographic infer-202

ence tasks. A model that combines text and images203

of posts is introduced by Sakaki et al.. In their204

work, they build an image classifier using SVM205

and post images with 10 labels, a categorization206

based on observation on a small-scale dataset by207

Ma et al.. Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro investigate208

the relationship between text and image of 4,471209

tweets. But they did not apply the knowledge to 210

downstream tasks. Morever, the data used in (Ma 211

et al., 2014; Vempala and Preoţiuc-Pietro, 2019) 212

is not large-scale and that makes the model less 213

generalizable to transfer to another dataset. 214

Finally, previous works fail to consider how to 215

achieve a comparable performance when text or im- 216

ages are not available. Thus, in this paper, we use 217

CLIP, a pretrained model based on a contrastive ap- 218

proach using 400 millions of image and text pairs. 219

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time 220

for contrastive learning to be applied for demo- 221

graphic inference. 222

There have been a few studies that investigated 223

hierarchical classification on location inference. 224

Mahmud et al. develop a two-level hierarchical 225

location classifier that predicts a country location 226

and then the city label within the former. Wing 227

and Baldridge build a hierarchical tree as the clas- 228

sification structure. However, both methods have 229

to train one classifier separately for many times, 230

which is quite time-consuming and may encounter 231

a situation where there is not enough data for one 232

classifier. Huang and Carley propose a model that 233

trains the country and city simultaneously and thus, 234

greatly reduce the time and effort on training. To 235

the best of our knowledge, there is no research that 236

studies label hierarchies on age inference. In this 237

paper, we adopt a similar approach as Huang and 238

Carley. However, instead of fixing the values of 239

the hyper-parameters like them, we also explore us- 240

ing automatic computation, i.e., let the model learn 241

the appropriate hyper-parameters’ values during 242

training. 243

3 Experimental Design 244

3.1 Model Overview 245

Figure 3 shows the architecture of the proposed 246

contrastive, multi-modal learning model (CMM). 247

Tweet text and images extracted from posts are 248

input into CLIP to get two separate embedding 249

spaces so that the the text component and the image 250

component can be trained independently. Specifi- 251

cally, they are each input into a RNN with attention. 252

We use the gated recurrent unit (GRU) (Cho et al., 253

2014), a variant of the RNN that can avoid the 254

problem of vanishing and exploding gradients(Cho 255

et al., 2014). For age with 3 bins, following the 256

attention layer, a hierarchical classification learn- 257

ing process occurs where constraints learned from 258

coarse-grained predictions are input to fine-grained 259
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Figure 3: Overview of the proposed model

Figure 4: Contrastive Pretraining

predictions. The final prediction is at the leaf level260

of the hierarchy. For gender and age with two bins,261

since they are binary classification, following the262

attention layer, the output will move into the leaf263

nodes in the hierarchy directly without any coarse-264

grained predictions. The remainder of this section265

describes the details of our model.266

3.2 CLIP267

CLIP, developed by OpenAI, is a model that at-268

tempts to connect text and images. It is trained269

on a set of 400 million (image Ij , text Tj) pairs270

and has a contrastive objective as shown in fig-271

ure 4 (Radford et al., 2021). The model tries to272

learn the relationship between an entire sentence273

and the image it describes with the goal of maxi-274

mizing the similarity of diagonal (the green area275

- (I1T1, I2T2, ..., INTN ) and minimize the remain-276

ing area. Research has shown that CLIP is capable277

of (1) generating captions given an image as it can278

"understand" the objects of an image, (2) helping279

generate an image based on text, (3) predicting the280

most relevant text snippet given an image, (4) con-281

ducting the image classification task in computer282

vision with zero-shot capabilities (Radford et al.,283

2021; Galatolo et al., 2021; Patashnik et al., 2021). 284

In this paper, we show that CLIP is not only limited 285

to the tasks above. Rather, due to the large amount 286

of (text, image) pairs on Twitter posts, CLIP can 287

also be applied to the classification task of demo- 288

graphic inference of Twitter users. 289

3.3 Image 290

Since images are widely used on Twitter, we hy- 291

pothesis that mapping images into an embedding 292

space using CLIP will provide additional con- 293

textual cues that improve demographic inference. 294

Specifically, we extract image features from the 295

CLIP model directly and generate the embedding 296

vector with a dimension D to represent an image. 297

Image Encoder: For each user, we have a set 298

of n images ordered based on the date/time of the 299

post. Given the sorted post images and their vector 300

representation g, we use a bidirectional GRU to 301

encode tweet images and get the representation h. 302
−→
hi =

−−−→
GRU(gi), i ⊂ [1, N ] 303

304
←−
hi =

←−−−
GRU(gi), i ⊂ [N, 1] 305

Next, we concatenate
−→
hi and

←−
hi to get an annota- 306

tion of the post image i, i.e., hi = [
−→
hi,
←−
hi]. Here, 307

hi summarizes the post image near image i. 308

Image Attention: An attention mechanism is 309

used to reward tweet images that help correctly 310

classifying a user. This yields 311

ui = tanh(Wshi + bi), 312
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313

αi =
exp(uT

i ci)∑
i exp(c

T
i ci)

,314

315

vi =
∑
i

αihi316

With image annotation hi fed into a MLP, we317

obtain the hidden representation ui. Then we use318

a context vector ci, which lets us measure the im-319

portance of each tweet image and get a normalized320

weight αi through a softmax function. Finally, with321

the weights computed, we get the image vector of a322

user vi as a weighted sum of the image annotations.323

W , b are the parameter matrices and bias.324

3.4 Text325

For the text representation, we use the CLIP model326

directly to generate the embeddings with a dimen-327

sion D, having tweet text as input. Similar to image328

encoder, we use a GRU structure to encode all the329

tweet text for each user. Next, we adopt an attention330

mechanism so that the model is able to selectively331

focus on valuable parts of the input text for our task332

and learn the association between them.333

3.5 Feature Fusion334

Similar to previous work in this area (Liu and335

Singh, 2021), we combine different components336

using attention.1 Specifically, our text and image337

components are trained independently with differ-338

ent weights and biases. Then we input each of them339

into the attention layer to combine and summarize340

the image and text and obtain the representation341

vector v.342

3.6 Classification Layer343

This section begins by explaining our approach to344

hierarchical classification for multi-class inference,345

age in our case. We then explain the simplified346

model for the binary case.347

3.6.1 Hierarchical Age Prediction348

Suppose age is represented as a set of k bins,349

(x0, x1, ...xk), where x1 contains the youngest350

group, and xk contains the oldest. In the case351

where k > 2, we are interested in building a hi-352

erarchical tree structure that can be used to incor-353

porate additional constraints from coarser bins into354

the learning process. For example, if we want355

to determine if a person is between the ages of356

1Based on our experiments, CLIP is able to encode emojis.
So, we do not incorporate emojis in our model.

18 and 30, it can be useful to know that he/she 357

fits into a coarser category, e.g. having an age 358

between 18 and 45. Next, with x being the leaf 359

node (level n), we build the parent level bins by 360

merging 2 continuous bins into 1, i.e., integrat- 361

ing (x0, x1), (x2, x3), ..., (xk−1, xk) and we get 362

round(k/2) bins. After iterating though all bins 363

from level n, we get the bins for n − 1 level. We 364

repeat the same process recursively until there are 365

two bins left, which makes it a binary classification. 366

Typically, k = 3, meaning that we have a three 367

level hierarchy with a root node (level 0), an in- 368

ternal level (level 1) with two bins and the leaf 369

level with three bins (level 2). The probability for 370

the coarse-grained age (level 1) is computed by a 371

softmax function 372

Pc = softmax(Wcvc + bc) 373

where Wc ⊂ RNc∗Dis a linear projection parame- 374

ter, bc ⊂ RNc is a bias term, and Nc is the number 375

of bins, and vc is the vector representation from 376

the image and text component obtained from the 377

attention mechanism. After getting the probability 378

for coarse-grained age bin, we use it to constrain 379

the fine-grained age prediction(level 2) 380

Pf = softmax(Wfvf + bf + λPcBias) 381

Where Wf ⊂ RNf∗D is a linear projection param- 382

eter, bf ⊂ RNf is a bias term, Nf is the number of 383

fine-grained age bins and vf is the vector represen- 384

tation. Bias ⊂ RNc∗Nf is the coarse-grained to 385

fine-grained correlation matrix. If fine-grained age 386

j belongs to coarse-grained age i, then Biasij is 0, 387

otherwise -1. But the value of this hyper-parameter 388

can be tuned. λ is a penalty term. The larger of λ, 389

the stronger of the coarse-grained age constraint. 390

We minimize the sum of two cross-entropy 391

losses for coarse-level prediction and fine-level pre- 392

diction. 393

loss = −(Yf ∗ logpf + αYc ∗ logPc) 394

where Yf and Yc are one-hot encodings of fine- 395

grained and coarse-grained labels. α is the weight 396

to control the importance of coarse-grained age 397

supervision signal. We experimented with two set- 398

tings: (1) Fix the value of the matrix Bias and 399

λ. (2) Let the model learn the correlation matrix 400

and λ during training, making the process fully 401

automatic. 402

The process for age with two bins and gender 403

is similar to the fine-grained prediction for age 404

with multiple-label except the term λPcBias that 405
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Demographics Category
Count

Wiki IMDB MI Combined

Age

Bin 2
<45 7538 1898 324 787

>=45 3731 1467 348 721

Bin 3
<35 5206 807 178 465

35-54 3907 2013 296 592
>=55 2156 545 198 451

Gender
- Female 3335 1454 289 720
- Male 7891 1911 383 788

Table 1: Ground truth data distribution

is introduced by coarse age prediction is removed.406

Specifically, After the feature fusion layer, we send407

the data into a fully connected (FC) layer and Soft-408

max layer and get the final prediction.409

4 Empirical Evaluation410

For this evaluation, we use the following four411

datasets.412

Wiki Similar to Liu et al., we use a dataset con-413

structed from Wikidata (Vrandečić and Krötzsch,414

2014) that contains a mapping between user de-415

mographics and Twitter handles. We then use the416

Twitter API to retrieve users’ most recent posts and417

the image link within a post. We then download418

the images using the links.419

IMDB Beginning with a public dataset contain-420

ing the demographic information of actors and ac-421

tresses in IMDB, we used different celebrity lists422

to scrape the Twitter handles of different celebrities423

in 2017. We then used the Twitter API to collect424

tweets of each celebrity.2 There are no overlapping425

handles between the Wiki data and the IMDB data.426

Survey Data Our research team conducted a427

nationally representative survey that asked respon-428

dents about a number of opinions. Those respon-429

dents who used Twitter were also asked if they430

would consent to allow our research team to down-431

load their tweets. This dataset contains tweets and432

images from those who consented.3433

Combined data For this dataset, we combine434

our different sources. We use the entire Survey435

dataset, and randomly sample similar numbers of436

users from Wiki dataset and IMDB dataset.437

We use the following pre-processing procedure:438

1) remove users that have less than 20 English439

tweets, 2) remove users in the Wiki dataset that440

do not have at least one post image (this is done441

to show the impact of images on performance), 3)442

remove stopwords, handles, and mentions for the443

classic models, and lowercase all of the words for444

2The preprocessed data can be found at removed for review.
3Details about the project and the IRB have been removed

for review.

the classic models. 445

Table 1 shows the number of users in each 446

dataset for gender and age category. For age, 45 de- 447

fines a new era of adulthood based on the Levinson 448

adult development model (Levinson, 1986). Thus, 449

we choose 45 as the 2-bin dividing line. The 3- 450

bin boundaries were identified by social science 451

experts. When necessary, we randomly sample 452

from the group using the Python library imblearn 453

(Lemaî et al., 2017) in order to create more bal- 454

anced datasets. 455

4.1 Baseline Models 456

For text analysis, the classic models we compare to 457

are logistic regression (LR) (Nguyen et al., 2013), 458

SVMs (Chen et al., 2015), and Random Forest 459

(Cornelisse and Pillai, 2020; Vijayaraghavan et al., 460

2017). The neural network models we compare 461

to are Vanilla BERT (Liu et al., 2021), Siamese 462

BERT (Liu et al., 2021), the hierarchical text/emoji 463

model (Liu and Singh, 2021), and ResNet-50 and 464

Inception-v3 for images. 465

4.2 Experiment settings 466

We use 2 NVIDIA Tesla P4 GPUs each having 16 467

GBs of memory. We use the Adam update rule 468

(Kingma and Ba, 2014) to optimize our model. 469

Weight, bias and context vector are randomly ini- 470

tialize for the attention layers and then normalized 471

with a mean value of 0 and a standard deviation 472

of 0.05. They are jointly learned during training. 473

Gradients are clipped between -1 and 1. We also 474

tune hyperparameters for model optimization.4 475

We use 5-fold cross validation with a training 476

and validation set. We also have a separate hold- 477

out set. We do the 5-fold cross validation three 478

times with three different random seeds. We report 479

the averaged F1 score with confidence intervals 480

(appendix) and the holdout set F1 score. 481

4.3 Experiment results 482

Table 2 presents a comparison between previous 483

models and our models using the Wiki dataset and 484

the Survey dataset. We present three training data 485

variants: text only, images only, and a combination 486

of text and images. Table 3 shows the compari- 487

son between previously proposed models and our 488

4Batch size for Wiki and IMDB is 32. For Survey and the
combined dataset, we use 16. BERT embedding dimension is
768 and CLIP is 512. Both initial values of λ and α are set as
1 and learning rate is set as 0.0001
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Model
Wiki Survery

Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender
Text

Unigram-RF 0.821 0.653 0.839 0.686 0.535 0.687
Nguyen et al. 0.777 0.636 0.802 0.662 0.497 0.674

Chen et al. 0.809 0.645 0.813 0.646 0.496 0.65
Vanilla BERT 0.784 0.605 0.869 0.684 0.55 0.714
Siamese BERT 0.790 0.610 0.871 0.672 0.531 0.721

Liu et al. 0.838 0.671 0.876 0.718 0.578 0.696
CMM 0.855 0.728 0.889 0.739 0.651 0.745
Image

Inception 0.770 0.587 0.832 0.526 0.325 0.512
Resnet50 0.762 0.586 0.831 0.603 0.367 0.481

CMM 0.851 0.723 0.917 0.692 0.531 0.698
Text + Image

CMM 0.861 0.742 0.945 0.713 0.577 0.702
HCMM - 0.754 - 0.629

AHCMM - 0.756 - 0.624

Table 2: Age and Gender result for Wiki dataset. -
means non-applicable and Bin # refers to the number of
bins for age. Red indicates the highest performance and
bold corresponds to the highest within a group

models for the IMDB dataset and the combined489

dataset.490

Wiki analysis: We can see that for the binary491

classifiers, CMM using the combined text and im-492

age training dataset performs better than the state of493

the art classic and neural models by approximately494

2% to 9% for age and 6% to 11% for gender. What495

is also interesting is that when using only a single496

mode of data, i.e. either text or images, CMM still497

performs better than the current state of the art. It498

is interesting to note that using text alone or images499

alone result in comparable age F1 scores for CMM.500

On the other hand, for gender, CMM using images501

for training data performs much better than text.502

Finally, for the three bin age classification, both503

HCMM and AHCMM perform 8% to 17% bet-504

ter than the state of the art, 1% to 2% better than505

CMM, highlighting the value of both the contex-506

tual and hierarchical components of our model.507

The similarity in F1 score between AHCMM and508

HCMM suggests that automated learning does not509

help much on this task when compared to fixing510

hyper-parameters. Similar to our 2-bin age results,511

using only text or only images for training data512

results in similar F1 scores for CMM.513

Overall, the F1 score of the proposed model is514

2.3%, 8.5%, 6.9% higher than the best previous515

model for age with 2 bins, age with 3 bins and gen-516

der, respectively, indicating that contrastive learn-517

ing is useful for demographic inference.518

Survey analysis: Similar to the Wiki data, our519

models perform better than the state of the art and520

HCMM and AHCMM perform better than CMM.521

While the model built using the text and image522

Model
IMDB Combined

Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender
Unigram-RF 0.716 0.585 0.824 0.73 0.578 0.747
Nguyen et al. 0.71 0.573 0.826 0.719 0.508 0.719

Chen et al. 0.724 0.572 0.826 0.766 0.534 0.755
Vanilla BERT 0.692 0.553 0.825 0.731 0.554 0.759
Siamese BERT 0.669 0.526 0.834 0.724 0.535 0.775

Liu et al. 0.713 0.581 0.839 0.757 0.558 0.775
CMM 0.749 0.608 0.873 0.782 0.633 0.791

HCMM - 0.628 - - 0.627 -
AHCMM - 0.625 - - 0.611 -

Table 3: Age and Gender result for the combined dataset.
- means non-applicable and Bin # refers to the number
of bins for age

training data performs well, the model using only 523

text training data is the best, between 2% and 7% 524

better than the state of the art. A closer examination 525

of the proportion of text posts and images shows 526

that there are significantly more text posts than 527

images for both Wiki data and Survey data (see 528

Appendix). However, given that the overall amount 529

of training data is much less for the Survey dataset, 530

we surmise that in a more constrained environment, 531

having text can be more beneficial for demographic 532

inference than having images. 533

We pause to note how much worse the survey 534

models perform compared to the models using the 535

Wiki data. That is a direct result of the small 536

amount of training data and the reason we consider 537

the combined data. 538

IMDB analysis: Recall that for the IMDB 539

dataset, we only have text posts. This dataset gives 540

us the opportunity to focus on the value of CLIP 541

given a single type of data. 542

For this case, the classic models perform sim- 543

ilarly. The neural models are generally not as 544

good as the classic models. Our proposed model 545

achieves the highest F1 score for binary age, 2.5% 546

higher than the best previous model. For age with 3 547

bins, we again see both HCMM and AHCMM are 548

around 2% to 3% higher than CMM, with HCMM 549

and AHCMM having marginal difference with each 550

other. The best proposed model for age with 3 bins 551

is 4.3% higher than the best previous model. 552

Finally, for gender, we see that the neural mod- 553

els are better than the classic models and that our 554

model has an F1 score that is 3.4% higher than the 555

best state of the art model. 556

Combined analysis 557

Similar to our previous findings, CMM performs 558

better than the state of the art for age and gender, 559

ranging from 1.6% better for 2-bin age and gender 560

to over 6% for 3-bin age. 561

However, what is more important is whether or 562
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Dataset
Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender

Sep SC Sep SC Sep SC
Survey 0.739±0.022 0.747±0.03 0.649±0.027 0.64±0.052 0.725±0.068 0.745±0.017
Wiki 0.791±0.022 0.77±0.023 0.624±0.02 0.613±0.025 0.772±0.036 0.812±0.026

IMDB 0.786±0.033 0.801±0.03 0.569±0.03 0.634±0.024 0.826±0.028 0.85±0.024
Combined 0.775±0.013 0.641±0.014 0.807±0.013

Table 4: Result for the 3 separate datasets and combined data

Figure 5: : Estimated probability density functions of
the attention layer

not combining data leads to better results than using563

a smaller survey data set by itself. We find that564

combining the datasets leads to better F1 scores565

than the survey model on its own.566

Table 4 broadens our data augmentation com-567

parison. It shows separate F1 scores (Sep) when568

the 3 datasets (the survey data and the sampled569

data from Wiki and IMDB) are trained indepen-570

dently, F1 scores for each separate dataset within571

the combined dataset (SC) trained as a whole, and572

the overall F1 score for the combined dataset.573

The table highlights the following. The com-574

bined dataset has a smaller confidence interval than575

the 3 separate datasets. The survey data generally576

has improved performance with data combined.577

The F1 score for the Wiki dataset is lowered. The578

performance of IMDB improves in all cases. The579

takeaway message is that if a researcher has a set of580

small datasets, it can be beneficial to augment them.581

Although intuitively we thought Wiki and IMDB582

dataset were more similar since both of them are583

mainly celebrities, the result suggests that the two584

datasets do not supplement each other.585

4.4 Analysis of Attention586

In the evaluation, the proposed model for Wiki587

dataset has shown effectiveness at unifying text588

and image representations through F1 score. How-589

ever, details of the unification processes are not 590

clear from the model outputs. To gain insight into 591

the unification processes, we analyze the states of 592

the final attention layer that combines the image 593

component and text component. Figure 5 shows 594

the kernel density estimation for different gender, 595

age with 2 bins, 3 bins using CMM and HCMM.5 596

We see that for gender, text and images have simi- 597

lar probabilities from the model with images being 598

slightly more important. In general, both text and 599

images provide valuable information. For age, it is 600

apparent that the model assigns higher probabilities 601

to text, highlighting its higher value. 602

5 Conclusions and Future Work 603

This paper proposes using contrastive learning as 604

a way to incorporate knowledge from text and/or 605

images for demographic inference, thereby more 606

explicitly exploring the relationship between text 607

and images. We combine knowledge from tweet 608

text and tweet images within a neural network to 609

improve the F1 score of gender and age inference. 610

We also incorporate hierarchical classification into 611

our basic neural model to further improve infer- 612

ence accuracy. For future work, we would like to 613

pretrain CLIP with Twitter data as it may provide 614

additional information to improve the performance. 615

6 Ethical Considerations 616

We acknowledge that demographics prediction can 617

have ethical implications. While automated mod- 618

els could provide valuable information on under- 619

standing people’s opinion, errors occur that may 620

lead to possible equity and justice related conse- 621

quences.We also believe that privacy expectations 622

should not be compromised. For this reason we 623

use publicly available Wikidata and IMDB data 624

(users publicly share their handles) and Survey data, 625

(users agree to share their information for research 626

purpose only). 627

5Here we did not show the visualization result using
AHCMM model due to space limit. The HCMM and AHCMM
results are very similar.
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Wiki Survey IMDB
Text Image Text Image Text

Total 1821323 473890 71728 24720 744162
Mean 127 42 149 56 193

Median 200 26 200 19 200

Table 5: Statistics over the Wiki, IMDB and Survey data

Model Data Type
Wiki

Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender
CMM Text 0.858+0.005 0.73+0.008 0.889+0.006
CMM Image 0.853+0.007 0.73+0.01 0.917+0.004
CMM Text&Image 0.87+0.007 0.746+0.01 0.935+0.006

HCMM Text&Image - 0.756+0.008 -
AHCMM Text&Image - 0.754+0.008 -

Table 6: Mean and (0.95) confidence interval F1 score
for Wiki dataset

A Appendix 786

Table 5 demonstrates the statistics information of 787

tweet text and images. Table 6 shows the result for 788

Wiki dataset. Table 7 shows the detailed F1 score 789

for IMDB dataset and Combined dataset. 790
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Model
IMDB Combined

Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender Bin 2 Bin 3 Gender
CMM 0.748±0.01 0.612±0.019 0.868±0.008 0.775±0.013 0.64±0.014 0.807±0.013

HCMM - 0.624±0.012 - 0.628±0.017 -
AHCMM - 0.623±0.019 - 0.63±0.019 -

Table 7: Mean and (0.95) confidence interval F1 score for IMDB and the combined dataset
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